As a dynamic supplier we continue to develop strategic business relationships with our customers. We understand how critical it is that customers and suppliers collaborate by integrating internal teams that can help design new efficiencies into the transport process. This close customer and supplier collaboration is required to assist in developing new processes that will remove waste in the supply chain. These efforts help in lowering the total cost of each process by bringing in the latest technologies required to reach the long term goals of our customers. Our task is to develop solutions that satisfy these goals.
VEHICLE LOGISTICS SOLUTIONS

VLS is a provider of integrated vehicle logistics and processing. We use our knowledge to customize solutions that deliver the maximum cost-savings while improving customer satisfaction. We offer tailored supply chain solutions with logistics management, transportation, storage and processing. We become an extension of your organization using our systems and people to provide control and direct accountability. The result is an integrated supply chain that drives cost-savings and value while improving overall business performance.

VEHICLELOGISTICS.COM

AUTOMOTIVE VISUAL INSPECTIONS

AVI performs inspection, verification and appraisal services in the automotive assembly, transportation, sales and insurance industries. Inspection types include: inventory and quality control, in-stow, pre and post (truck, rail, vessel), off-lease and repurchase programs, dealer terminations, reconditioning, incident damage and insurance appraisals, actual cash value and diminished value reports, vehicle destruction management and witnessing, as well as claims processing and settlement services.

AVIQUALITY.COM

VEHICLE INSPECTION NETWORK

VIN is a Specialist ASP, Application Service Provider, furnishing sophisticated vehicle and asset inspection enterprise applications. VIN systems include a real time mobile platform and state-of-the-art technology. VIN applications offer the flexibility to capture data using detailed codes, forms and photos or any combination based on the requirements of the project. Our enterprise solutions are designed with the front end user in mind while also providing decision makers with detailed analytical reports used to improve quality, service, and damage prevention.

VEHICLEINSPECTIONS.COM

HYBRID INTERMODAL TRANSPORTATION

HIT offers freight transportation services utilizing specialized Road Pod containers. This new innovative solution is an answer to filling the many empty miles in the automotive truck, rail and marine industries. HIT systems also provide companies with a new way to support their environmentally responsible logistics programs. Hybrid Intermodal Transportation systems can also offer a strategic advantage by reducing the packaging and crating of certain equipment. This creates potential for impressive savings which helps your bottom-line.

HITFREIGHT.COM